Abstract
Introduction
In this paper, we argue that the current literature on the recurrent interactional phenomena of convention and ritual leaves a gap where the methods of formation of localised convention and ritual are concerned. More specifically, we claim that researchers need to examine the phenomenon of mimesis to be able to answer the question of how conventionalisation and ritualisation operates in interactional communities. While Merlin Donald convincingly argued that mimetic acts play a large part in the formation of such behaviours as ritual, we attempt to provide some data that may show this process in action in natural language. We frame our discussion in terms of Donald's (1995 Donald's ( , 2011 Donald's ( , 2013 ) work on human mimetic skill, Howard Giles' communication accommodation theory (CAT; Dragojevic, Gasiorek, & Giles, 2016; Gasiorek, 2016; Giles, 2016; Giles, Taylor & Bourhis, 1973) , and Daniel Kádár's (2017) work on conventionalisation and ritualisation.
There is widespread agreement in the field that a large variety of language phenomena, such as indirectness, are conventionalised and/or ritualised (e.g., Tannen, 1981a; Terkourafi, 2001; Terkourafi & Kádár, 2017) . Conventionalisation and ritualisation both reflect and construct the norms of a society or community on the one hand, and, on the other, create moral orders according to which interpersonal behaviour is evaluated (Kádár, 2017 ). Yet to the best of our knowledge, no previous research has examined mimicking as a trigger for conventionalisation and ritualisation even though several scholars such as Blackmore (2007) and Donald (1991 Donald ( , 2013 have convincingly pointed out that ritual is a mimetic phenomenon. According to Donald: Mimesis … produces such typically human cognitive patterns as ritual, skill, gesture, tribal identification, personal style, and public spectacle. It explains our irresistible tendency to imitate one another and conform to patterns of group behavior, especially group emotional expression. (Donald, 2011 p. 15) In other words, while conventionalisation and ritualisation have been studied in the field, these processes represent the long-term product of mimetic behaviour (although "long-term" is a matter of degree, of course), while the pragmatics of mimesis itself has been understudied. Our paper hopes to fill this knowledge gap.
To examine mimetic behaviour in situ, and to show different applications of this practice, we examine three areas of intercultural business email exchanges in this paper: 1) greetings, 2) sign-offs, and 3) conversation topic. Greetings and sign-offs are structural elements contained in the majority of email messages (Cho, 2010) ; thus, to examine them for imitative practices, we have defined the parameters in which they operate, e.g. for greeting, using "Dear", "Hi", "addressee's name", etc. Having done this, as our data are all from a single email donor (see Gimenez, 2006) , we were able to examine the donor's usage of different greeting terms with each email partner for evidence of imitation accommodation in terms of lexical selection (Giles, 2016) . For example, if your addressee used "Dear" in their prior email, is it more likely that you will use "Dear" in replying? We hope to go a small way towards addressing this and similar questions.
In our analysis of mimetic behaviour in conversation topic orientation, we looked into participant convergence towards a specific subject or practice which recurs between the participants, such as a recurring complaint or an ongoing joke. Donald (2013) explained reciprocal mimetic games in the following terms: "Someone invents a move; the next one imitates it, and perhaps adds something new. And so on" (p. 189). As these are business emails, mimetic practices will carry across topics such as discussion of deadlines, working practices, and money; however, what interests us are accommodative mimetic moves which occur outside business talk. These conversational elements become part of the ongoing relational work between the participants, but for these to become conventionalised or ritualised, there must be a process of reciprocal mimetic work, as described by Donald (2013) above, which embeds this particular "chunk" of relational work in the historical relationship of the conversational partners.
While the examinations of greetings and sign-offs are largely quantitative, with some examples looked at qualitatively in more detail, the analysis of conversation topics is entirely qualitative, studying in detail specific conversational partners' interactional practices. Here we are specifically looking at convergence/divergence (Dragojevic et al., 2016; Giles, 2016) in terms of CAT-that is, email writers choosing to use the same or different forms of greeting/sign-off as their email partner.
Our findings suggest that mimesis is not something that is suddenly in operation, remaining in operation thereafter; rather, there appears to be a phasing in and out of mimetic practice. This is supported by van Baaren et al. (2009) 
Research revealed we don't imitate everyone all the time. Our tendency to unconsciously mimic is moderated by both enduring and temporary characteristics of the mimicker and the mimickee. (van Baaren et al., 2009 (van Baaren et al., p. 2382 This mimetic practice or accommodation towards the conversational partner functioning at some times and not at others has, in the relevant literature, been attributed to a range of factors including in-group/out-group membership (van Baaren et al., 2009) , social status/power (Giles, 2016) , liking/disliking of the conversational partner (Dragojevic et al., 2016; van Baaren et al., 2009) , or even one's ability to produce similar language/behaviour (Dragojevic et al., 2016) . Our analysis suggests that, although it is not always in operation, there is a tendency for mimesis (in the form of imitation or convergence) to operate.
Before further discussing how mimetic strategies can be used to create lasting practices, let us first define convention and ritual as two key aspects of interconnectedness in the focus of our study (based on Kádár, 2013; Terkourafi & Kádár, 2017) . Convention and ritual are widely applied concepts in pragmatics, which are often used in interchangeable ways (see more on this problem in Kádár, 2013) . Thus, it is useful to attempt to capture the main differences between them. Convention is a recurrent and schematic practice, which comes into existence via conventionalisation (Terkourafi, 2001 (Terkourafi, , 2005 . Conventions are normative practices (i.e., they are expected); by acting in conventional ways, interactants conform to contextual expectations and the moral order in a broader sense. Ritual is a recurrent action which reenacts the norms (and associated moral order) of a relational network or broader social group as a "performance" and generates intensive emotions and affection (relational emotions), as Kertzer (1988, p. 67) pointed out. To provide a simple example, singing the national anthem means more to many people than an interactional convention: It has the potential to be a ritual because by singing it, the performers re-enact their national identities (cf. Donald, 2011, p. 15) . As with any ritual, this singing event operates with a specific audience, it is noticed, and it occurs in a specific time and space. Conventions can transform into rituals: For instance, a conventional greeting can become an in-group ritual if members of an interactional community playfully repeat it (see Donald, 2013, p. 189) -that is, if it is altered into a situated ritual practice. 3 The practice of the playful repetition and reinterpretation of a mimetic practice also assumes the operation of "a collective conceptual 'model' of social behavior, expressed in shared ritual and play, and in social structure" (Donald, 2013, p. 189; cf. Haugh, 2010) .
The main unresolved issue surrounding conventionalisation and ritualisation is that an interactional practice between two parties does not occur "out of the blue"; rather, it has its origins in mimetic practices: the repeated imitation and elaboration of the behaviours of others (Blackmore, 2007; Donald, 1995 Donald, , 2011 Donald, , 2013 . When observing interactions, one can see that many types of recurrence cannot be defined as convention or ritual in a narrow sense; we can simply say they are alternative, localised, and temporary conventional practices. These are so different from convention by default that one cannot define them only as mimetic practice. Looking into mimesis in this respect is valuable because it helps reveal the birth of convention and ritualisation. Additionally, it is valuable to consider this behaviour from the perspective of CAT, which sheds light on the social and personal consequences of such actions.
It is important to point out that convention and ritual are not strictly separable as analytic etic constructs, owing to the fact that whether a practice operates as a convention or a ritual from the participants' point of view depends on individual perceptions of the given practice, the nature of a particular context, and so on. Hence, in this paper, we often refer to the practice types of convention and ritual as "convention/ritual."
This paper will use email data for this discussion, although in future papers, it would be worth using other data types and larger corpora for further testing. Due to limitations on space, this paper cannot explore certain implications of the findings, particularly the social psychology of the pragmatics of mimesis. It seems to be clear to us that through mimetic engagement people create ephemeral moral orders or sets of joint values. Even though the participants of an interaction may not be aware of the exact values of these moral orders, unlike in the case of moral orders evoked by conventional and ritual practices (Kádár, 2017) , they may well feel that something has changed when accommodative mimesis sets into motion or ceases to operate. This is an area that we hope to explore in the future.
Data
The data used for this paper comprise 955 emails collected for the doctoral research of the principal author (Liz Marsden, referred to as "Liz" within the data and our analysis). Marsden collected these emails as she was working as a proofreader and transcriber between 2011 and 2014. All emails in the dataset represent exchanges between her and 12 of her international clients, all of whom are postgraduate or senior researchers who used Marsden's proofreading and/or transcription service while studying at a UK institution. 4 The length of the email conversations varies from an exchange of 37 emails to an exchange of 147 emails.
Study participants gave their permission to analyse their email data, sensitive and identifying information has been removed, and all participants, with the exception of the principal author, have been anonymised. The data compilation was completed a few months after the start of the first author's PhD project, and the majority of conversations took place before this study was conceptualised; therefore, they represent the author interacting in a natural way without attempting to influence clients as a researcher/ethnographer but simply conducting business. Thus, the statistics presented in this paper represent natural language, not elicited or researcher-influenced conversations. Having argued thus, we are aware that the involvement of analysts in their own data has its limitations. We follow Watts' (1991) example and admit that our data has its limitations due to the unavoidable observer's paradox, which may influence the first author's interpretation of the data.
Background
Mimesis has been posited as a crucial factor in human evolution, as the transition of a "meme"-"a unit of cultural transmission, or a unit of imitation" (Blackmore 2007, p. 3) , allowed ideas to be passed from human to human, enabling the formation of complex thought, theories, rituals, practical knowledge, and much more. As Donald (2011) argued:
Mimesis allowed for the spread of tool-making technology and fire-tending, through imitation and ritual. It also set the stage for the much later evolution of spoken language. (p. 8)
Two examples of memes are shown in the quote above. When many memes form a conglomerate idea, this is known as a "memeplex." Memeplex examples are cultures, religions, and financial institutions which come with their own mimetic "packages" of conventions and rituals.
This ability to imitate allows humans to replicate and repeat observed behaviours (verbal or physical) to form communities and cultures. Practices of interconnectedness-typically, convention and ritual-have their origins here; in this ancient ability to imitate others lies the ability to create practices which have discrete meaning and pass these along. Thus, a group or culture is created that is able to convey complex emotions and practices such as mourning, wedding and wishing luck in conventionalised and ritualised ways, which are instantly understood and accepted by cultural insiders. This idea of insiders is important, as Donald (1995 Donald ( , p. 1094 stated that "learning the mimetic dimensions of another culture is often much more difficult than acquiring the language." Additionally, research by van Baaren et al. (2009) has shown that when out-group members mimic in-group members, those in-group members are likely to like them less, not more. As this paper uses intercultural data, this point ought to be borne in mind throughout the discussion and will be revisited later.
Mimesis is also a key means for situated and social moral orders (Whutnow, 1989) to come into existence:
People have expectations for what constitutes "appropriate" adjustment; according to [CAT] , these expectations are grounded in the socio-historical context of a given interaction. (Gasiorek, 2016, pp. 28-29) "Appropriateness" tends to be evaluated through the lens of the moral orders that interactants inherit through engaging in socialisation, which presumes mimetic engagement. As Donald (1995 Donald ( , p. 1096 noted, "mimetic action must be not only inventive, but also consistent and precise, and thus subject to conscious scrutiny and improvement." Such mimetic engagement is so much a part of people's daily practices that they often do not even notice it (van Baaren et al., 2009) , which also explains why the moral orders that we inherit through socialisation are often unnoticed until they get violated (Garfinkel, 1964) .
In what follows, we will provide an analysis of how mimesis works in email interaction. The noteworthy feature of email interactions is that in this context, there are no immediate evaluations of the effect of the language used-that is, mimesis operates outside of immediate/spontaneous evaluative moments (Partington, 2007) . From the perspective of our analysis, this is an important aspect: Mimesis in such a context is not an immediate reaction, and while one can only speculate about the spontaneity of the interactants' reactions, they can certainly form their messages without time pressure (see an overview of this issue in Frehner, 2008 ; see also Waldvogel, 2007, p. 458) . Therefore, the fact that mimesis nevertheless operates in asynchronous settings provides strong evidence of the power of this phenomenon in interpersonal interaction. In addition, email represents a genre in which conventions are relatively fluid, as Skovholt and Svennevig (2013) found in their analysis of workplace emails:
There is great idiosyncratic variation, symptomatic of a system of interaction that is not (yet) strongly codified. This variation may be exploited pragmatically to signal interpersonal relations, and high responsiveness may be used to display involvement and intimacy. (Skovholt and Svennevig, 2013 p. 599) Furthermore, in our data, the interactions are intercultural in the sense that they take place between Marsden and correspondents from other national cultures. This intercultural background makes conventions even more elusive, as stated earlier. In a sense, while there are certainly pre-existing joint patterns of interaction in such email exchanges, ultimately, the interactants need to work out various conventional practices by exploiting mimesis. This working out of practices of interconnectedness is supposedly valid in any interpersonal interaction, but in the case of intercultural communication via emails, one can suppose that the interactants by default have a certain degree of intercultural awareness that mimetically following each other's practices is a safe way to minimise offence (cf. Blum-Kulka & Olshtain, 1984) . As our analysis illustrates, they not only do this, but they also transform certain conventions into ritual practices.
Analysis
In the data studied, we captured the operation of mimetic behaviour by focusing on convergence (Dragojevic et al., 2016, p. 37 ) towards a form of greeting or signing off in emails and by looking at conventionalised ways of responding to particular cues. More specifically, we focused on tendencies for linguistic behaviour to be modified depending on the conversational partner's behaviour. Such responsive behaviour is noteworthy from a relational perspective; it showcases the operation of interconnectedness beyond "strategic" behaviour in a strict sense (Brown & Levinson, 1987) -that is, as a form of continuous alignment (Watts, 2003) or accommodation (Gasiorek, 2016; Giles, 2016) . In a computermediated communication context (particularly in the case of business email; see Zhu, 2003) , in which the interactants have limited clues about the other's immediate evaluative moments, adopting the other's conversation topic is a primordial method of alignment, thus coconstructing a locally conventionalised conversation topic. This conventionalised style may transform into ritual if and when the interactants begin to play with it (Donald, 2013, p. 189) , such as in the form of jokes (Kádár, 2013) , hence transforming it into an in-group performance. As one participant, Liz (the first author), was present throughout all email conversations, it was possible to analyse how her use of certain greeting and sign-off tokens 6 Email text is followed by a reference showing the sender (if Liz was the sender, the recipient is also shown) and the email's number in the set collected (e.g., [Liz to Alice: 75] or [Victoria: 3] ). All email sets start with [1], this being the email where participants first got in touch or were introduced. N. B. Supaksorn, a client from Thailand, is almost always referred to as "Ploy," her nickname, within emails.Throughout all emails, the original spelling, capitalisation, punctuation, and line splits have been preserved.
Mimesis in Greetings
In Table 1 , the usage of each greeting type is represented by a percentage (for ease of visual comprehension, scores of 50% and above are in bold, and scores of 0 are left blank). Each conversation is marked using the client's pseudonym, and the percentage of usage for each token in each conversation is listed under either "C" for "client" or "L" for "Liz." The final column shows how many emails were assessed to obtain these percentages. For example, reading left to right, one can see that in Zoltan's conversation with Liz, he used "Hi" in 83% of his greetings, while Liz used this term 90% of the time. They each used "Dear" 10% and 5% of the time, respectively. Note. The asterisk after "Thank*" indicates that any form of "Thank" may be used (e.g., "Thanks" and "Thank you"). Numbers in bold face are those ≥50%
The final row of Table 1 contains a correlation score, which for our purposes is essentially an indicator of potential mimetic convergent behaviour. Scores near 0 show that the quantity of each term used varies largely at random. Scores leaning towards +1 show that as each client used the terms more, so did Liz, and vice versa (convergence). Scores towards -1 show that as each client used a term more, Liz used it less, and vice versa (divergence). The positive scores for the "Hi" and "Dear" columns are significant; here convergent mimetic behaviour may be in evidence, as indicated by Liz's alteration of her usage of these greeting terms to suit, to some extent, her clients' preferences. This is examined in more detail below. Before that, the correlation score generation is explained to validate its accuracy.
For these correlations to be accurate, the raw numbers of usage had to be normalised as percentages, thus enabling a like-for-like comparison across different email conversations and making sure correlation results were not skewed by the fact that some conversations consisted of more emails than others. 7 The correlations for three categories, "Hi," "Dear," and "No greeting," show a moderate to high positive correlation. What is particularly interesting here is that this is not simply a result of matching writing styles across the board. 8 Although
Liz generally shows a marked preference for using "Hi" over "Dear," as seen in the "L" columns for these terms, she varies her usage depending on the client's preference, varying from using "Hi" 90% of the time with Zoltan (whose use is 83%) to only 39% of the time with Hassan (whose use is only 6%). Similarly, Liz's use of "Dear" varies from 3% with Ploy (whose use is 13%) to 48% with Alice (whose use is 89%). However, the correlation score for "Thank*" shows almost no matching at all (it is close to 0). This could be due to "Thank*" not always being contextually relevant-there must be something to give thanks for, and when "Thank*" is used as a response to another "Thank*," it may appear in the body of the text or in the sign-off rather than in the same sequential position as the initiating email.
What the discussion above indicates is that while writers have their own preferences for language usage, they can vary these to converge towards a conversational partner's practice. The correlation scores for "Hi" and "Dear" are especially interesting, as these terms were used more frequently than other forms of greeting (515 and 247 tokens across all senders, or 54% and 26% of total greetings, respectively). Therefore, correlation scores for these terms are more likely to be accurate, as they are based on larger quantities of data (see Table 1A in the Appendix for all raw scores). These scores are the most highly positively correlated, indicating a strong chance that mimetic convergent behaviour is in action. Here, whether consciously or unconsciously, the evidence strongly suggests that Liz's greeting token usage changes depending on the conversational partner. Although full convergence is not in evidence (i.e., a complete abandoning of "Hi" in favour of "Dear"), what is evidenced here is partial adjustment-moving towards a co-participant's style, but not completely (Dragojevic et al., 2016, p. 38) .
It is difficult to ascertain based on the data above whether clients are adjusting their writing styles. This is because where Liz's usage of different greetings can be shown to change depending on who is the recipient of her emails, for the clients, Liz is always a recipient and no data have been collected where this is not the case. However, when looking at the emails in context or in the order in which they were sent and received, we can see that there may be a move towards mimesis in some conversations. Here we present a set of emails where preferred greeting forms appear to be in opposition: Hassan favours "Dear," while Liz favours "Hi." In the emails below, while mimesis is most often not in operation and participants use their preferred styles regardless of what has happened in the previous email, Hassan and Liz do occasionally deviate from their preferred styles. These instances of deviation (i.e., Hassan using "Hi" or Liz using "Dear") are almost always situated next to another occurrence of that same greeting token, as shown in Table 2 .
7 See Note: boldface shows a greeting different from the sender's norm, italics indicate the email is part of a string of emails from the same sender. Table 2 shows the greeting tokens used by the two participants. Those in boldface show a different greeting token from the sender's norm. Italics indicate that the email is part of a chain of emails from the same sender; with these "string" emails, it is hard to assess what previous email, 9 if any, is being responded to. As can be seen above, greeting terms sometimes occur in "clusters," where the greeting used is the same as that of the previous email. However, this pattern is not in operation all the time. Van Baaren et al. (2009) suggested a possible reason for this: "We don't imitate everyone all the time. Our tendency to unconsciously mimic is moderated by both enduring and temporary characteristics of the mimicker and the mimickee" (p. 2382). The authors also suggested that people will try to strike a balance between being distinctive and being accommodative. As Hassan is from a different cultural background (Libya), he may consider "Dear" more appropriate in this context; thus, there may be tension between his desire to accommodate and his desire to uphold his own moral order. Due to space constraints, many of the Hassan/Liz emails are not shown above (1-19, 33-44, 58-62) , but the data exhibit a similar pattern, with stretches of different token usage followed by possible mimetic sequences. These convergent sequences are not a one-off occurrence but recur throughout the email conversation. There is no point where convergence is "switched on" and the participants permanently "decide" to use the same token; for these participants, mimetic practice phases in and out.
Additionally, while some participants such as Zoltan and Liz may be seen to have matching styles (i.e., sharing a preference for "Hi" over "Dear"), this does not presuppose that the strong degree of matching is coincidental; it may be indicative of a high degree of convergence from either or both participants. While it is difficult to test this hypothesis, it is possible to examine instances where either Liz or Zoltan used a greeting form that differed from their personal norm and see if the context gives any clues as to whether this usage was imitative. In this case, the "Dear," "Thank*," and "name only" categories were used sparingly by both participants and are therefore in boldface. Table 3 shows occurrences of these tokens along with the emails that directly preceded and succeeded them. Note: boldface shows a greeting different from the sender's norm, italics indicate the email is part of a string of emails from the same sender.
If nothing other than a coincidental matching of styles was responsible for the high degree of similarity present in the usage of "Hi" versus "Dear" for Liz and Zoltan, one would suppose that non-typical terms would be evenly and randomly spread throughout the data. To put it plainly, if coincidental matching, but not convergence was in play here, one would expect no further indication of mimesis no matter what greeting terms were used, whether preferred or dispreferred. However, Table 3 does show some convergence in action with these dispreferred greetings. Potential mimetic behaviour can be seen in email no. 55; here Zoltan responds to Liz's previous email, which uses "Thanks" as a greeting, by using "Thanks" in his email. The same can be seen in email 64: Liz responds to a duo of "Dear" emails by using "Dear" in her reply. The same happens again in emails 87 and 94.
To assess whether this pattern was present across the dataset, clients were grouped by whether their preference was "Hi," "Dear," or mixed. Their preference was decided based on whether one greeting term was used ≥50% of the time. for which there was a ≥50% usage. To add an extra layer to the intercultural aspect of this analysis, the client's country and first-language background were included (Table 4) . Regarding the intercultural aspect, it is possible to hypothesise (taking Liz's preference into account as well) that the preference for "Hi" is potentially more European. Other styles seem to have no cultural bias, although the mixed style may be more common among female writers. All these hypotheses are pure conjecture given the limited dataset; gathering further sociocultural data, such as the time spent in the British education system, the time spent living in the United Kingdom, and even the desire to adopt UK cultural practices, may illuminate some interesting trends.
For the "Hi" preference, Liz and the clients were seen as having similar styles; therefore, to assess whether mimesis was in play, as with the analysis of Zoltan above, non-typical greetings were examined to see whether they occurred contextually close to other non-typical greetings. In Hai's conversation, a few possibly mimetic clusters of "no greeting" usage were found. For Dana and Irma, the pattern found in Zoltan's data was not present-non-standard greetings were spread evenly throughout both conversations. This could be due to accommodation being only partial, due to participants maintaining their default position without accommodation, or even due to deliberate non-accommodation to a dispreferred greeting form. All these hypotheses are speculative; future studies may gain some insight from post-event interviews, although van Baaren et al. (2009) , in their review of mimicking studies, found that many researchers reported that mimicking (or not mimicking) was unconscious and that participants were sometimes surprised by their own behaviour when it was shown to them.
For the "Dear" preference, Liz and the clients were seen as having different styles. Therefore, to assess whether accommodation was in play throughout the email sequence, as with the analysis of Hassan above, dispreferred greetings for each participant were examined to see whether they occurred contextually close to the same greeting token. For Imran, there is a general tendency for similar tokens to be clustered together. In Victoria's data, Liz uses "Dear" much more often than her average usage, leading to sequences of up to 10 emails with the same greeting form. This unusually high usage may be due to a number of socio-psychological-cultural factors making Liz want to emphasise closeness/sameness or build rapport (see Donald, 2013; Dragojevic et al., 2016; van Baaren et al., 2009) . A similar pattern can be seen in Alice's data, though the sequences tend to be shorter (up to five consecutive emails with the same greeting). Again, as with Victoria, it is Liz making the move towards adopting her client's preferred form. Victoria, on the other hand, rarely uses "Hi," but when she does, it is after an instance of Liz using "Hi." For Avin, there are a few small sequences (2-3 emails) where matching greeting tokens occur, but the usage of dispreferred greeting terms seems largely random.
For mixed greeting users, the data were searched for clusters of any matching tokens. Ruth's and Supaksorn's data showed some short sequences of up to four emails with matching greetings; these were relatively frequent in both datasets, but there were large sequences of non-similar usage. Meera's data, on the other hand, showed only occasional matching pairs. It is possible that with no distinct preference to imitate, Liz was unable to effectively mimic her conversational partners in these settings. It is also possible that clients were, consciously or unconsciously, not converging towards Liz but maintaining their preferred style with no alteration. Table 5 . presents a summary of the findings. An Assessment of greeting terms only, irrespective of assumed token preference, shows that matched greeting terms occur in at least one cluster of four or more emails in all conversations (see Table 3A in the Appendix). However, as mentioned, where matched styles are present, it is hard to assess whether serendipity or mimetic behaviour is the cause, as there is no way to assess whether clients are converging towards Liz's preference or simply happen to have the same preference themselves.
Yet such similarities become clear as having an accommodative mimetic nature as soon as one examines data like ours by looking into other manifestations of repetitive behaviour. In addition to greeting terms, emails as a format typically contain a sign-off or closing (McKeown & Zhang, 2015; Waldvogel, 2007) . The usage of lexical items in these sign-off phrases will be analysed for convergence in the next section.
Mimesis in Sign-Offs
Assessing mimesis in writers' choices of sign-off tokens is more challenging than assessing greetings. While greetings usually consist of one word only (though there is occasional creativity in this regard), sign-offs usually form a phrase of some kind made up of interchangeable parts (e.g., "yours" with or without "faithfully"/"sincerely" and "Best" with or without "wishes"/"regards"). Therefore, in looking for mimetic tendencies, the authors assessed sign-off token usage rather than phrase usage to obtain a manageable and crosscomparable number of categories. In Table 6 , the usage percentages for each participant across all categories may or may not equal 100%. If someone signed off every email with "Best, [their name]," the score for "Best" would be 100%, while other categories would show "0" (blank). On the other hand, if someone always used "Best regards," both "Best" and "regards" would have scores of 100%. By looking at Table 6 for instances where scores across categories are higher than 100% for a single participant(e.g. if you add scores for "Best" plus "regards" plus "wishes" and obtain a total greater than 100%) it is possible to get an idea of what tokens this participant commonly combines. For example, Irma uses either "Kind regards" (each token at 89% usage indicates they must often, if not always, co-occur), a phrase containing "Thank*" (33%), or some combination of the two. In replying to Irma, Liz uses "Best" (100%, which means this token is always included) or "Best regards" (regards = 53%) to sign off.
In Table 6 , the correlation scores present some noteworthy results; as a sign-off is more flexible than a greeting, a large number of categories showing no correlation might be expected. However, three categories which each have over 150 total tokens used show a positive correlation-"regards," "name only," and "wishes"
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-indicating that participants may be showing mimetic tendencies in their usage of these terms. Nevertheless, the category most used, "Best," has a negligible correlation score. This may indicate that using "Best" is Liz's default position, whatever her addressee is doing, but that she varies what "Best" is combined with (i.e., "regards" or "wishes") based on the client's usage. This gels well with Donald's conception of mimesis, which emphasises that in imitating, the imitator may elaborate upon or creatively alter the source material (Donald, 2011) . Additionally, this may be a case of partial adjustment, as described by Dragojevic et al. (2016) .
"Thank*," as in the greetings section, shows another negligible correlation score. We posit the same hypothesis for this as in the previous section: The use of "Thank*" must be contextually relevant; thus, it is not always possible to mimic one's writing partner's use of this term. It should be noted, however, that Waldvogel (2007) , in her email data, found that in sign-offs:
Sometimes Thanks was used genuinely to express thanks for something done or in anticipation of the meeting of a request, but there were also a number of instances where it was used more as a ritual closing formula" (Waldvogel, 2007 p. 465) A detailed contextual analysis of "Thank*" usage, which is beyond the scope of this paper, would need to be conducted to ascertain whether this is the case in this dataset.
To illustrate convergence in greeting terms, a good stretch of illustrative behaviour can be found in Zoltan and Liz's early emails to each other. While they use a variety of sign-off terms, these more often than not cluster into pairs or more of similar usage, see Table 7 Note: italics indicate that the email is part of a "string" i.e. it is sent after an email from the same sender.
In just 18 emails, there is a large amount of mimicking similar token usage. In the data above, new terms are most often introduced by Zoltan; Liz then mimics these, indicating possible convergent rapport-building behaviour. Our main goal in this paper is to capture mimesis as a phenomenon that is responsible for the operation of the longer-term processes of conventionalisation and ritualisation. What seems to be happening here is that Liz adopts and locally reinterprets what she "inherits" from her writing partner and perceives as social convention to form a localised interactional practice. Such a localised practice may remain a conventional practice of the particular group, and group members may easily deviate from their own conventions-in-formation, as the discussion on the fluctuation of conversation topics makes clear in the next section. Nevertheless, such email conversations illustrate that participants tend to engage in mimetic practices to align with each other. It is also worth noting that such practices may transform into ritual practice (see Introduction), as shown in the following section's analysis of non-serious but varied closings between Liz and Zoltan. emerges, which, like the greeting term analysis, shows clusters of similar usage, illustrating possible convergent behaviour (see Table 4A , Appendix). Table 8, like Table 5 . for greetings, shows sequences of three or more emails within each set which contain at least one matched sign-off token. All tables assessing greetings and signoffs show that Meera seems to have no real preference for how she greets and signs off and that she displays no visible convergence or maintenance. Meera's emails, analysed qualitatively, show many other rapport-enforcing strategies such as humour, complimenting, and thanking, so this pattern may just be a feature of her written idiolect. The quantitative analyses put forward so far have shown a tendency for mimesis to operate in such functional areas as email greetings and sign-offs. Now let us look to the main body of the email message to qualitatively analyse mimesis in conversation topics.
Mimesis in Conversation Topic
As well as presenting quantitative statistics on possible mimetic behaviours, this paper also hopes to present possible evidence of mimetic behaviour in conversation topics. What we mean by this is convergence by participants towards a specific way of responding when a certain subject is mentioned. Of course, to be coherent in one's conversation, one must stay on topic; without a line of argumentation to follow, there would be no coherence and no meaningful transmission from one participant to another. However, what we can examine in this regard are non-salient politeness features which become part of relational work between the participants. For these to become conventionalised or ritualised elements of the ongoing talk, there must be a process of repetition whereby sequences are imitated, elaborated, or played upon (see Donald, 2013, p. 189) . Through this repetition, this particular "chunk" of relational work can become embedded in the historical relationship of the conversational partners (Gasiorek, 2016) and be repeated in future talk/writing.
The formation of this kind of relational behaviour is rather like the concept of an adjacency pair in conversation analysis (Levinson, 1983; Schegloff & Sacks, 1973) This is a simple, conventional social greeting, where "How are you?" is understood to have a different perlocutionary meaning (a "polite" greeting) from its locutionary meaning (a genuine inquiry into the hearer's health). We hypothesise that in repeated sequences in email messages, it is possible to see the initial emergence of such a construction on a more localised level. Such a localised construct is not something learned through socialisation, but rather a localised conventional practice between two participants. This can be seen later on in this section in a number of emails where Alice makes repeated self-deprecating references to the quality of her written work. For this to develop into a convention or ritual between participants, both participants must work to create an A/B/A/B pattern by producing similar responses to this subject each time it is mentioned. This sets up a frame or guideline that participants can use in later interactions 11 :
Mimetic skill, extended to the social realm, results in a collective conceptual "model" of social behavior, expressed in shared ritual and play, and in social structure. (Donald, 2013, p. 189) Such a form of behaviour has a strong capacity to become ritual instead of simply convention, owing to the fact that the interactants need to exert considerable interactional effort into such forms of alignment activity (Collins, 2005) .
The following interaction illustrates the operation of this phenomenon. Here, one such practice that emerges between the two participants in this dataset is Alice's self-deprecating comments about her work, which are followed by praise from Liz.
7. I will send you my draft for Chapter 3 within another 12 hours. This is a "killer chapter" with historical details ... [Alice: 26] 8. I'm looking forward to it :) [Liz to Alice: 27] 9. I hope this chapter will not bore you to tears. I thought the last one would, but your reaction was different … This chapter is very "dry," so your patience is required (although I lost mine several times). [boldface original, Alice: 36] 10. I'm sure this chapter won't bore me to tears! It's repetition that I find boring, rather than dry facts. Don't worry, I'll take regular breaks from it! [Liz to Alice: 37] 11. I hope this schedule is alright for you. I was less confident about chapters 3 and 4. The rest of the core chapters are slightly better. So the next two chapters will be slightly easier but not the last, which will be tough to write again. [Alice: 39] 12. I have just finished your fourth chapter -I didn't "die of boredom" (or whatever expression it was that you used!) but it was a tough read for me knowing no Vietnamese it was very hard to remember what you had previously said each term could be used for. [Liz to Alice: 41]
The above excerpts from Liz and Alice's emails show the recurrent mentions of Alice's writing style. In these extracts, Liz repeats Alice's adjectival usage of "dry" and "boring" but improvises around them, at once maintaining the historical link to past emails and doing relational work by showing she has paid close attention to what her conversational partner has said. This sequence may represent an instance of mimesis in conversation topics; in this case, a convention may be emerging in which Alice describes her work negatively and Liz (at least to some extent) refutes those claims. In extract 9, Alice also metapragmatically re-enacts Liz's reaction to her previous chapter ("your reaction was different"), perhaps prompting a similar reaction to her following statement. Our dataset illustrates that a) such mimetic moves are regular, and even more importantly, b) once interactants make use of mimesis in conversation topics, such mimetic moves become part of the interactional repertoire of that particular group-that is, this mimetic activity represents an early phase of ritualisation.
An example of this can be seen even more clearly when Zoltan and Liz establish a short ritual around email sign-offs. This case is not presented in the sign-off section, as it does not represent that type of direct imitation, but rather a non-serious convergence. Both participants are mocking or parodying traditional sign-off conventions; thus, this can be seen as mimesis in conversational style (Donald, 2013; Tannen, 1981a Tannen, , 1981b Tannen, , 2000 . These emails are not part of the PhD dataset, having occurred after data collection was finished, but are used with Zoltan's permission. They therefore have no designation of sequential order for where they occurred in the conversation, but are all at 146+.
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Initially, Liz questions Zoltan (an academic) about the literature related to a particular term used in her research. Zoltan replies seriously, telling her not to worry and giving her some possible literature sources, and then sends the following string email directly afterwards:
13. Haha, if I wanted to make you frustrated I would add: Liz, why are you not using Best Wishes in your e-mail? Is it conscious?
Just kidding, and forget about the observer paradox thing.
Z.
In the above email, Zoltan deliberately teases Liz, making her acutely self-aware of her signoff practices. Hence, in her next email, although the main body text is about her ethics process for her PhD, she signs off as follows:
14. Best wishes (:P)
Liz
The tongue-out emoticon is indicative of a non-serious attitude (Skovholt, Grønning, & Kankaanranta, 2014) , though interestingly, the use of parentheses perhaps indicates that this bit of relational work is distanced from the overall seriousness of her message. In the next few emails, the sign-offs are as follows: On the basis of my first very quick look, I could find no self-foot-shooting in the document, but if you feel concerned about any particular issue please describe it, in order for me to think about it.
This email seems business-like, albeit with some more "conversational" features (e.g., "ish" and "self-foot-shooting"), as often described in email data (Cho, 2010; Gains, 1999; Gordon & Luke, 2012; Herring, 2001 ). Here we have an instance of mimetic convergent behaviour which is beginning to look ritualised; it only occurs in specific contexts (sign-offs), it is repeated, and outsiders may not recognise its salience-although it could look odd, as many rituals do from the outside! However, this ritual only lasts for these emails shown above 14 ; after this period, both participants take an extended break for the Christmas holiday, and on their return, resume their typical pre-ritual signing-off practices.
As another example of mimesis emerging from a particular orientation to a topic, the following case is pertinent. In the following conversation with Ruth, a new interactional practice emerges just after a troublesome sequence between the participants. The problem, in brief, was that Ruth sent Liz work to proofread that was significantly longer than she had previously stated. Liz said she could not read so much in a short time, and then left the house and remained away from her email for several hours. During this time, Ruth sent three increasingly anxious emails asking her to respond. Eventually, when Liz returned home and responded, an agreement was reached for Liz to do as much work as possible in the available time. After sending this completed work to Ruth, two days later, Liz sent the following email relating to a transcription she had done for Ruth, which was part of an ongoing job of several audio transcriptions that overlapped the proofreading work: Previously, Liz had simply attached the transcription to an email and stated which participant in Ruth's study the transcript belonged to, so this represents a departure from her previously established practice. The extra detail shown could have been added due to the mentioned context and might be an attempt at some relational repair work after the troublesome sequence. Ruth responded to this email as follows:
22. I know, and I had ran out of questions for her … Guess what she never wanted to take initially -as didn't know I wasn't interested in personal details, and it turned out that she never wanted it to stop. 24. Thank you! I'm learning from you too as I've never heard of that before. But was very lay back and wanted to leave -she was my very first as well, had not gained enough interviewing skills then. But hopes it was ok. [Ruth: 100] 25. I think Emma was the most confident speaker you've interviewed, there were hardly any pauses in her transcript at all, and she's a fast talker … I can tell you that the fastest speaker so far has been Emma at 180 words per minute, the slowest was Agnes at 164 -which really shows a big variance; that's why it's so hard to give price estimates for transcripts! [Liz to Ruth: 101] 26. Thank you Liz. That's why I'm happy for you to do my transcribing and other jobs for me. [Ruth: 102] This kind of added relational work, which takes place alongside business, as in the other examples above (7-21) is where these kinds of relational conventions and/or rituals have a chance to develop. Like Alice's mention of Liz's prior reaction to her work, Ruth encourages this practice to continue in excerpt 25: "I'm learning from you too as I've never heard of that before." These practices have the chance to recur and therefore become embedded in the participants' relational history if participants work together to maintain them. The establishment of these practices as an interpersonal ritual is dependent on the relationship continuing, and in Ruth's case, on the continued need to produce transcriptions. In this particular case, Ruth soon states she has insufficient funds for the transcriptions to continue, so this practice barely has a chance to get going before it no longer has a reason to function. This parallels how some rituals can be situated in a specific time and context, ceasing to exist once the need for them has passed (see Kádár, 2013 Kádár, , 2017 for examples of this in face-toface interaction).
In all cases in this dataset, the business relationship has something of an "expiration date"; when the work is completed, there ceases to be a reason to interact. Therefore, not only due to the limited contact period, but also because these relationships exist primarily for functional rather than friendship reasons, these recurrences can only be seen to show potential development lines of regularities, temporary mimetic in-group conventions/rituals, or shortlived communication accommodation. In future research, it would be worth searching for mimetic/accommodative practices such as these in emails between long-standing colleagues, friends, or relatives, where the practice has adequate time to develop and perhaps to evolve. This would, in turn, help us in attempting to interconnect accommodative mimesis with the phenomena of conventionalisation and ritualisation.
Conclusion
By looking into convergent and accommodative mimetic moves in various units of analysis in our dataset, we hope to have demonstrated that accommodative mimesis represents how conventionalisation and ritualisation are set into action in the lives of communities of practice (Davies, 2005) . Such ephemeral moves towards conventionalisation and ritualisation differ from a) actual conventionalisation and ritualisation, which produce long-lasting interactional practices, and b) accommodative moves in socially established practice types. Here we need to revisit the fact that the phenomena that we have studied represent ephemeral behavioural rudiments which come and go. These rudiments do not exist in a vacuum: They reflect what interactants may perceive as appropriate based on a particular relational history; but at the same time, the interactants who engage in such mimetic moves are in the process of accommodation and, as such, cannot necessarily follow social routines, which would be available in less ambiguous settings. Thus, accommodative moves-the ephemeral rudiments of convention and ritual-differ from the routinised practices of convention and ritual, which societies develop over relatively long periods. Once such practices come into existence, they are not only resistant to changes, but also become incorporated into the habitus of language users through socialisation.
In our dataset, mimicking/convergence may or may not be in operation within each email conversation, although as shown in the correlation scores for greeting and sign-off tokens, there is certainly a tendency for it to operate in these areas. A marked convergence towards using the same greeting or sign-off convention is noticeable in the usage percentages and when examining the data of participants in context. The data also show that participants occasionally engage in relational practices that involve repeated and consistent responses to the same stimuli-for example, providing unsolicited information that triggers a positive response, or a non-serious sign-off being followed by another non-serious sign-off. Given sufficient time and a consistent need or desire for the participants to interact, these mimetic practices can develop into in-group conventions or rituals. Note: "C" and "L" refer to "client" and "Liz" Alice  12 11  4  2 
